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The Stanford nurses' strike:
A case study of negotiation,
mediation, and conciliation in
a health care labor dispute
By Debra Gerardi, R.N., M.RH.,J.D.
Lhis article examines the roles negotia-
tion, mediation, and conciliation played
in the Stanford University Hospital and
Packard Children's Hospital nurses' strike
as seen through the eyes of the partici-
pants. The article includes interview re-
sponses from members of the negotiating
teams representing the nurses' union and
Stanford, as well as representatives of the
union membership. The interviews do not
represent a statistical sampling of the par-
ticipants and were designed to provide in-
sight into the ADR processes rather than
the substantive issues of the dispute. In-
terview responses are organized to reflect
the pre-strike, strike, and post-strike
phases of the dispute. An analysis of the
ADR processes' effectiveness and several
"take-home" lessons for other health care
organizations follow the interviews.
The strike
Background. On June 7, 2000, 1730
members of the Committee for Recogni-
tion of Nursing Achievement (CRONA)
walked out of Stanford University Hospi-
tal and Packard Children's Hospital, be-
ginning a 51-day nurses' strike. Mediated
negotiations had failed to produce a col-
lective bargaining agreement prior to the
walk-out. Ninety-six percent of the
CRONA membership had voted to strike,
and a strike notice had been given to
Stanford administration ten days prior to
the walk-out. Stanford hospital adminis-
tration activated a plan for continuing
patient care services by hiring over 500
replacement nurses from Denver-based
US Nursing Corporation and other tem-
porary staffing agencies.
Registered nurses at Stanford Univer-
sity Hospital have been represented by
CRONA since 1974. In 1991, nurses at
Lucille Packard Children's Hospital, an
affiliate of Stanford University Hospi-
tal, had also approved CRONA as their
collective bargaining agent. I The col-
lective bargaining agreement between
Stanford and CRONA expired March 1,
Ms. Gerardi is an assistant nurse manager in the medical/surgical intensive care unit at Stanford
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2000. Shortly before this date, however,
a failed merger between Stanford Univer-
sity Hospital/ Packard Children's Hospi-
tal and the University of California San
Francisco Medical Center required the
parties to prepare for separation. There-
fore, the contract was extended until
June 1, 2000, to accommodate the
completion of the de-merger between the
medical centers.
CRONA and Stanford initiated negotia-
tions on April 1 1 th. The chief negotia-
tors for Stanford were
the Hospital's Direc-
tor of Labor and Em-
ployee Relations and
an experienced labor




ing in collective bar-
gaining with CRONA
for the first time.
The CRONA union
president served as the team leader for
the union negotiation team and had been
serving as union president for the past
12 years.
Negotiation sessions began with direct
meetings between the two groups. The
pre-strike meetings were held on-site at
Stanford University Hospital. On May
2 5 th, a labor mediator from the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service was
brought in to assist in moving negotiations
forward. The federal mediator utilized
caucuses and modified negotiation ses-
sions to facilitate an agreement.
The CRONA strike began four months af-
ter the dissolution of the failed merger
between the medical centers. On July 2 7t,
CRONA nurses approved by a narrow mar-
gin (825 to 810) a package proposed by the
federal labor mediator. On August 2 nd, the





the longest work stoppage in Stanford
University Hospital's history.
The interviews
Interviews were conducted with members
of the union negotiation team, the Stanford
negotiation team, and CRONA members.
The union negotiation team included the
CRONA president, press secretary, and the
union representative to the intensive care
unit. "Union" indicates union team re-




ws reveal views with the vice-
president for Patient
riouS pCare Services/Di-
erceived rector of Nursingand the Director of





CRONA member responses to the inter-
view questions.
All interviews were conducted following
the re-entry process. The interviews re-
veal how the various participants per-
ceived the facts and issues.2 Contradictory
responses indicate differences of opinion
among the interviewees. The interviews
are arranged to represent the pre-strike
phase, the strike phase, and the post-strike
(re-entry) phase of the dispute.
The pre-strike phase
Question One: Describe the relationship
between CRONA and Stanford prior to the
collective bargaining sessions.
Union: We had gone through a de-merger
and a lot of us could not understand how
Stanford could enter us into a situation like
30
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that that was doomed, and to have to back
out of it and the costs incurred made it very
difficult for us to understand. The hospital
stuck it to the nurses with the increase in
the medical benefit premiums that was sig-
nificant. Also, during the contract, the hos-
pital made unilateral changes to the staff
nurse criteria in response to the FLSA re-
quirements. This became a much bigger
issue than it had to be if we had just been
able to address some of the small pieces of
it earlier. This was different from in the
past. We have not been able to predict the
behavior of the institution for the past
couple of years and we were just flabber-
gasted. The relationship was the same as
always. We rarely see administration and
most members do not know who the ad-
ministrators are. In years past, they would
make rounds on the units, and at least there
was some visibility. Communication is
passed down from the administration, to
the assistant directors of nursing, to the
nurse managers, to the staff.
Stanford: With each negotiation cycle
the process seems to have become more
adversarial. This year was not different
from past years as far as the traditional
bargaining process goes. It was our sense
that at the unit level, there was a good
relationship with the managers. There
was no indication of significant problems
through increased grievances or in-
creased requests for meetings during the
past year.
Members: There is no relationship.
There is no visibility or communication.
We only know our immediate supervisor.
I don't even know who my supervisor's
boss is. We do not really interact with the
administration. The only feedback they
ask for is the annual employee survey that
is conducted before contract negotiations.
Question Two: Describe the pre-strike ne-
gotiations. How were things progressing
in the first few weeks?
Union: There was no movement on the
issues. It just felt different this time. The
hospital would not discuss the issues like
in the past. There was no request for in-
formation or rationales as to our posi-
tions- just silence. The hospital viewed
our package as an impossible proposal.
Nothing was negotiated. It felt like their
agenda was predetermined. It was our
first time negotiating with this attorney
and his style felt very condescending. We
believed that the hospital was going to
teach us a lesson about who the boss is
and push us out on strike. As we got
closer and closer to the strike the hospi-
tal response was "no, we're not interested,
no, we don't want to discuss."
Stanford: It felt like there was a greater
intent for a strike from the beginning of
negotiations. Early on it appeared that
there was no goal for settlement. Union
documents reflected that there was strike
talk for the past two years. There seemed
to be a goal to strike-to make a statement
about the state of health care in general.
The negotiations felt different-they felt
more adversarial than in years past. The
union began with controversial positions
and presented a large list of demands.
The long list of issues was contrary to pre-
vious negotiations and there was no indi-
cation that there were this many unre-
solved issues going into negotiations.
Members: It seemed like no one was
talking. We never got any information
about the negotiations and it felt like
nothing was moving. We should have
monitored the union closer and let them
know our bottom line ahead of time. We
never thought that there would really be
a strike. We vote to strike with every
negotiation and we always settle at the
last minute-we thought that's what
would happen this time.
Question Three: Were the issues clearly
identified prior to the strike?
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Union: Yes-the issues were very clear. But
the thing that the hospital kept saying to us
throughout the process was that they did not
know what our issues were. And we kept
telling them over and over.
The membership was fed up with the past
contracts. We had taken low pay increases
over the past few years because the hospi-
tal said it was losing money. They spent
millions of dollars on the failed merger and
they spend millions more on consultants.
We could have told them that the merger
was a bad idea.
We only got a 2% in-
crease in the last con- it is di
tract and the cost of
living in this area has develop a
skyrocketed. The
cost of housing and ment
gas is high and ties begin
people are driving up
to an hour and a half tion with
to get to work. Also,






costs for our health benefits. During dis-
cussions about our benefits, we were told
that nurses as a group are high utilizers of
health services. We think this is a discrimi-
natory statement since most nurses are
women and women do utilize health care
more than men do and women also pro-
vide health coverage for their kids.
Other issues that were clear were manda-
tory overtime. We also want more say in
staffing levels and to improve the effective-
ness of the nursing practice committee.
Stanford: The union had multiple pri-
orities and it was difficult to know what
the top priorities were-they kept chang-








because there did not seem to be a focus.
We could not seem to find their objectives.
Members: The pay was the big issue for
most people. We have not had good raises
for several years and the cost of living has
eaten them away. No one can afford to
live here. Also, they don't respect us and
the work that we do. It is hard to quan-
tify the work we do so the corporate
people don't see the benefits of good nurs-
ing. There have been so many [budget]
cuts from the bedside and take-backs in
pay or benefits and
we are in the
middle of a nursing
ult to shortage.
ise agree- Question Four:
the par- How did the federallabor mediator get
e negotia- involved in the ne-
clearlygotiations and how
it clearlydid the negotia-
oratively tions change aftershe arrived?




strike vote. The issue of bringing in a me-
diator was discussed at the table. The fed-
eral mediator checks in during labor ne-
gotiations and the hospital thought it was
time to call her in.
The mediator's role is to move both par-
ties forward. She separated us physically
once she arrived and we never all met
together again. We made requests to
meet with the hospital but that did not
happen. We think we should have stayed
in the same room. Parts of the teams
met together with the mediator to dis-
cuss issues they were knowledgeable
about. We made some small progress on
language issues but the money negotia-
tions did not go well.
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The mediator used shuttle diplomacy and
the information she relayed seemed accu-
rate but we could not see their faces and
really clarify terms and issues. It felt like it
did not matter that the mediator was there-
negotiations were stalled and the strike felt
inevitable. It was like we were on a slippery
slope and we did not know how to stop it.
Stanford: The Federal Mediation and Con-
ciliation Service assigns the mediator. Ei-
ther party can request a mediator at any
time during negotiations. It was mutually
agreed by both parties to request the me-
diator. The role of the mediator is to help
the parties to understand one another's
positions and to offer suggestions to try to
help the parties reach agreement. The
mediator arranged for negotiations to be
held in smaller groups with specific issues
assigned to each group for discussion. The
full teams did not meet together for the
remainder of the negotiations.
Members: It seemed like the mediator
was not effective-we should have re-
quested a different one.
Question Five: A few years ago, CRONA
and Stanford used mutual gains or inter-
est-based bargaining as opposed to an
adversarial negotiation-was that effective
and what led to the change back to an
adversarial process?
Union: We negotiated two contracts us-
ing a mutual gains process. We went
through classes offered by the NLRB to
learn the process, but it was not produc-
tive. It worked for some things but not for
the money. You are dependent in inter-
est-based bargaining on the information
that is given by the institution. I don't think
that the information that is given to us by
the institution is all of the information. For
money purposes it is not that effective.
I try to keep an open mind to anything-I
would consider multiple possibilities for
future negotiations. It depends on what
is happening in the interim period be-
tween negotiations; if there is a trust that
is built up in the interim period then it is
easier to take a look at some of the alter-
native approaches. Clearly in this nego-
tiation there was not trust that was built
up during the term of the contract.
Stanford: A few years ago CRONA and
the hospital agreed to try interest-based
bargaining, and everyone seemed more
comfortable with the process. We did the
training together to learn the process. It
was better for the rest of the hospital, there
was not a strained relationship during bar-
gaining, and there was no notice of strike.
The union thought it was good for dia-
logue but not good for resolving money
issues in the contract. The union de-
cided not to continue with the process
after two contracts. A representative
from Endispute mediated the first con-
tract using the mutual gains process. A
representative from the Federal Media-
tion and Conciliation Service mediated
the second contract using the mutual
gains process.
As with any process, there is a learning
curve and we were still learning how to
negotiate effectively with that process.
Mutual gains is a better process because
the parties come to the table with the prob-
lems rather than the solutions. With tra-
ditional negotiations, each side presents
their solutions and the solutions don't al-
ways fix the problems or the problems are
not clearly identified and the parties spend
time defending their solutions.
Negotiation of money remains difficult
with either process because it is not tied
to a problem. Wages constitute a position
that both sides take and it is difficult to
find an objective standard both sides can
agree on for determining a fair package.
It is hard to facilitate.
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Members: We used mutual gains bar-
gaining before the merger. It was less
stressful and less adversarial-no one got
angry during the negotiations. It is ques-
tionable whether
we got a better con-
tract with that pro-
cess although the Both arti
money did not Bot
seem to be different the othe
from when we used
the other process. predeterT
There is no strike
with mutual gains strike wa!




what point did you was its ul
know that the strike
was actually going to
happen?
Union: This strike evolved over the past
ten years. It felt like the hospital wanted
a strike from the beginning of negotiations.
The nurses have just gotten fed up over
losses in wages and benefits with past con-
tracts and the increasing costs of living in
the area. There have been millions lost in
the failed merger, in payments to consult-
ants, and we felt lied to about the avail-
ability of money.
It felt like the strike was predetermined
but we should have done more to prepare
for it. We knew at 2 AM the morning of
the strike that it was actually going to hap-
pen. But it was hard to believe that we
were going to have to go out. We could
not believe that we could not get the is-
sues resolved. We could not believe that
they would stand and take a strike.
Stanford: It appeared that the goal of
the union was to strike this time. The
merger between Stanford and UCSF may
have confused CRONA as to Stanford's








like they lost their value in the
organization's eyes. They seemed to
want to punish the administration for the
years of uncertainty and for not focus-
ing more money to-
ward nursing.
felt that CRONA planned
the strike as if the
ide had hospitals would
close down. Theyed that a did not anticipate
nevitable, the possibility ofthe hospitals re-
side con- maining open. We
knew at 2 AM be-
a strike fore the 7 AM walk-
goal. out. That was whenmate Othe union said there
is nothing left to
talk about.
Members: We never thought there
would actually be a strike. We thought
they would settle at the last minute like
they always do. Even when we did walk
out, we thought it would only last three
to seven days maximum. It should have
never happened. We hope it never hap-
pens again.
The strike phase
At 7 AM on June 7 th, the nurses walked out
of Stanford and Packard Hospitals and
formed picket lines near the entrances to
the hospitals. There was extensive news cov-
erage of the event. Stanford made the deci-
sion to maintain business as usual and con-
tinued to operate at full capacity. Replace-
ment staff was flown in from around the
country two days prior to the walk-out. As
CRONA nurses took to the picket lines, man-
agers and clinical educators brought replace-
ment nurses to the units and oriented them
to the facilities. Following the walk-out, the
federal mediator instituted a ten-day cool-
ing off period prior to resuming negotiations.
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Question One: When did you know about
the replacement workers and the hospital's
decision to remain open during the strike?
Union: About one week before the
walk-out-right after the strike notice
was given. We noticed advertisements
in the newspaper offering nurses $4000
per week to work in the Bay Area. We
knew the hospital had been receiving
faxes from US Nursing so we knew they
planned to stay open.
The union board members applied to US
Nursing to see how well the company
screened the nurses they were hiring. We
told them we had probationary licenses
or that we did not have much experience
to see if they would screen us out.
Stanford's decision to hire scabs backfired.
The hiring of the strikebreakers really
strengthened the union's bond. It gave
everyone something to rally around.
Stanford: We took the strike notice seri-
ously. We had to weigh all the costs of
staying open vs. closing down and deter-
mined we could not absorb the costs of
closing the hospital. But more impor-
tantly, we were concerned about the
community's ability to absorb our patients,
particularly the pediatric patients.
The loss of revenue and of our referral base,
in addition to the possibility of layoffs of the
support staff if we had closed, was just too
great of a risk to the organization. It would
have taken a very long time to recover our
census and to rebuild the staff if we had
closed down. We made the right decision
for the organization, but there continued to
be a disconnect in CRONA's ability to un-
derstand that it was less expensive and less
damaging to keep the hospital open and hire
replacement workers than it was to agree to
the salary demands that they proposed.
Members: We didn't know until the
night before the strike that the hospital
had hired replacements. It was very dis-
illusioning. We did not feel cared about
and we realized that our employer just
had a corporate focus. There was not
good information on the union web site
and the union meetings were just rallies
to keep everyone together-we never
really heard how the negotiations were
going. It was very isolating and we
started to get depressed. During the
strike we heard rumors about how bad
the care was and how bad the replace-
ment workers were-it still feels awful
to be back in our unit knowing that they
were here.
Question Two: Was there a good flow of
communication during the strike?
Union: Once the mediator was called
in, we never met with Stanford face to
face. It felt as if they did not want to
negotiate with us.
Stanford: In general, I would say there was
good communication flow during the strike.
We communicated with the union to try to
determine the issues as the strike went on.
Members: We felt isolated. The hospi-
tal sent us a letter telling us how much
they valued us but it was not sincere. We
received the letter one day and the next
day received a letter telling us how much
we had to pay to cover our health benefit
premiums. The hospital's interviews with
the media really angered the nurses.
They would say things like, "It's business
as usual," "The replacement staff are bet-
ter than the Stanford nurses," and other
comments that made us feel that we were
not of any value to Stanford.
Question Three: What were the political
issues that led to or extended the duration
of the strike?
Union: There were two. The hospital
felt like they needed to set an example
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with CRONA so that the newly formed
SEIU union would not strike when their
contract comes up for negotiation, and
[the other issue was] The Hunter Group,
who was brought in to make staffing cuts
and save the organization money. They
did not work collaboratively and did not
ever meet with the union to discuss re-
structuring strategies. The hospital was
coming off the de-merger and I think they
were concerned about CRONA and hav-
ing a union, and I really think it was an
attempt to break the union.
[Note: The Hunter
Group is a consulting
company hired to fa-
cilitate the dissolu- se r
tion of the merged and feelin
corporate entity into
separate corpora- the focus
tions. SEIU (Service
Employees Interna- tiationS,
tional Union) repre- the mutu
sents housekeeping
staff, secretarial staff
and technical staff at
Stanford and Packard
Hospitals.]
Stanford: The union seemed to believe
that there was money that we did not have.
They believed a show of power and unity
would force the institution to give more
money. The failed merger added to their
anger and their distance. The union said
that they were upset about the merger and
the confusion it created in for the past few
years. However, the merger and de-
merger did not affect the hospital's bargain-
ing positions. For the most part, the prac-
tice of nursing at the bedside was not af-
fected by the changes, and nurse staffing
was essentially unchanged so they were
not really impacted.
Members: The merger was not a good idea.
They could have asked us and we would







Question Four: How did the mediator
work to bring the two sides together to
end the strike? What were the barriers
to resolution?
Union: The mediator would have some
members from our team meet with some
members from their team to discuss issues.
We made some movement on staff nurse
criteria but not a lot of movement on other
issues. The money issue did not go well.
We never met again with the entire team
after the strike
started. It was not ef-
fective. In my per-
eptions spective, the media-
tor did not need to be
became there-we just
needed to talk. Itthe negO- seemed the mediator
her than spent a lot of timewith us and didn't
interests spend the same
amount of time with
arties. them. I don't think
that she was used to
her full potential-
she did not sit in on
their conversations and so she had little in-
formation from them. I think the mediator
should have pushed more-the meetings
should have been one after the other-put
you in a room until we get this done.
As the strike wore on, the membership got
madder and madder and it was harder for
the board to maneuver. During the strike
we met away from the hospital. We could
not go into the hospital. From our per-
spective, this was our home and we were
not allowed to go into our home. It felt
very strange.
Stanford: The mediator tried to start the
process from a different place. The me-
diator attempted to understand both sides
and tried to get each of us to compromise
our positions and meet somewhere in the
Alternative Dispute Resolution in Employment
middle. The mediator works to identify
the problems and then match them to the
solutions that have been placed on the
table. The mediator worked to sort out
the issues and broke the negotiation down
into manageable sessions.
Members: We heard that the mediator
was ineffective. We should have asked
for a different one or just met without
a mediator.
The post-strike phase:
Re-entry facilitation and conciliation.
The strike ended with a union vote on a
package proposed by the federal media-
tor. Although the union board did not sup-
port the content of the package, the board
agreed that it would neither support nor
oppose the package when presenting it to
the membership. The union members
were given two days to review the pack-
age and the vote was held on July 2 7th. The
package was accepted by a 15-vote mar-
gin and the nurses returned to work on
August 2 nd
Outside consultants assisted with the de-
sign and implementation of a reintegra-
tion plan. Special de-briefing meetings
were held for managers, support staff,
physicians, and those nurses who crossed
the picket lines. A separate meeting was
held with the union board members to
discuss member needs and identify po-
tential problems. A communication
framework was designed with a focus on
patient care and a goal of building col-
laborative relationships.
The re-entry model included the creation
of neutral zones and support zones. Pa-
tient care areas were designated as neu-
tral zones where discussions of the strike
and strike-related issues were barred. This
ban protected patients and families and
allowed returning nurses to focus on clini-
cal care. A support zone was created in
one area of the hospital. It was staffed with
social workers and trained facilitators to
provide support for those staff who were
unable to cope or who needed a place to
vent frustrations.
A series of re-entry meetings were sched-
uled to assist the returning nurses with the
transition. Consultants and social workers
facilitated the meetings to assist with an-
ger management and communication is-
sues. They introduced the concepts of the
neutral zone and the support zone and gave
time for the returning nurses to ask ques-
tions and voice concerns or to vent emo-
tionally. 'lb prevent further conflict, they
discussed issues of harassment, retaliatory
behavior, and inflammatory language.
The re-entry meetings were not manda-
tory but were highly recommended. Re-
turning nurses obtained their computer
sign-on codes and passwords at the re-en-
try meetings prior to returning to the pa-
tient care units. The focus was concilia-
tory with a goal of moving forward and
rebuilding the relationships between the
returning nurses and those physicians,
nurses, and support staff who remained
working during the strike.
Question One: Were the re-entry meet-
ings effective?
Union: We were not in favor of the de-
briefing meetings-they were inflamma-
tory. The re-entry meetings were a waste
of time. It was like throwing salt in the
wound. The re-entry process was handled
like a military operation. The idea of neu-
tral zones was ridiculous. The terminol-
ogy of "neutral zone" and "staging" areas
were offensive and the nurses were herded
like cattle.
We met with consultants rather than with
administration to discuss the needs of the
CRONA membership prior to the re-entry
meetings. The re-entry meetings were
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large and the members did not always
know the others in the room. They did
not organize the meetings according to
work unit and the managers were not
present for the meetings. It did not mat-
ter what our input was since the plan was
already in place and our input would not
be utilized.
Stanford: The re-entry meetings were
intended to allow time for CRONA mem-
bers to transition and
were effective in de-
livering the message







for some and not oth-
ers. They were de-
signed to help those




needed assistance. Do nothing. Only time
will help heal the emotions. If issues arise,
then there is the option of referring to the
Employee Assistance Program.
Stanford: There is a significant need in
areas where managers and staff have not
been able to move forward. The tension is
there and will take time and some facilita-
tion to go away. We need to go back and








Members: People only got angry during
the sessions. The managers were not there
and we expected to be able to talk with
our own manager at the meetings. There
was no "welcome" back. The meetings
only increased the anger and people were
nervous coming back the first day. We
didn't know what to expect.
Question Two: Are there any other con-
ciliation processes that could have been
used to help with the transition?
Union: It would have been better to just
give return to work information at the
meetings and not try to facilitate feelings
at those meetings. It would have been
more effective on the unit level at a later
time. They could have just told the nurses
about the services that are available if they
eed facilitation assis-
tance-they don't al-
ways ask because it
may look like a sign
of failure to ask for
help. We do provide
facilitators for staff
retreats and this
may be a good way








a lot of unmet needs
in this area.
Members: Have the meetings be at the
unit level and let the managers facilitate
them. We would be more comfortable
talking with people we know.
Question Three: Was the strike effective?
Union: Yes, for the package we received
but not for the relationship between CRONA
and the hospital. It was an incredible expe-
rience. It isn't what we wanted and it isn't
what we want for next time. We were not
out to hurt the hospital-it is our home. We
do not want to strike again-we want to re-
solve every issue and it can be done.
Stanford: Don't know-you will have to
ask the union. It is not something that
we ever want to have to go through again.
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Members: No. We only got one percent
more than was offered when we went on
strike. But it did show the hospital how
hard it is to work without us. We just hope
it doesn't happen again.
Question Four: How will trust be restored
in the organization?
Union: We should spend the next 17
months before the next contract discuss-
ing each and every issue and work to-
ward resolving them:
" Making the nurse practice committee
more effective so that problems are
actually resolved in a timely manner.
" Making the one-to-one meetings more
effective.
. Administration should make rounds
and be more visible to improve the re-
lationship.
" There should be more information
available via email regarding the stra-
tegic plans of the hospital.
" The administration should show grati-
tude personally.
" We should not meet at the hospital for
contract negotiations-we should
meet away from the hospital in a neu-
tral location.
" There should be neutral parties or on-
call neutrals available to help with con-
flicts as they arise so that everything
doesn't end up on the bargaining table.
. There should be a way to address prob-
lems in at-risk units -those areas that
have staffing problems or manage-
ment problems.
. The neutrals should not be affiliated with
the administration or human resources
but they should know about health care
issues; perhaps a consumer group to as-
sist with patient care and staffing issues.
It is going to take time-there are wounds
and they are going to have to heal.
Stanford: Trust will be restored with time
and education. Administrative visibility
is necessary and there will need to be a lot
of staff/management communication.
There has to be a willingness and an open-
ness. We all have to want to rebuild the
relationships. We will have to sit down
together and see what went wrong and
look at how things can be done better.
Members: Improve communication with
the staff- communicate more directly. Be
sincere. Sometimes the administration
makes an effort to show they care but it
does not feel sincere.
Question Four: Are there any improve-
ments in the new contract that allow for
better conflict resolution?
Union: Yes, there is a newly added arbitra-
tion provision for resolving staffing issues.
Stanford: Yes there is a provision that al-
lows for mediation of staffing issues. Also,
the language that has always been there to
facilitate resolving conflicts is still there.
Members: We should talk about things
before the negotiations-we shouldn't have
to talk about every problem when we are
working on a new contract. During the




Effectiveness of the negotiation, me-
diation, and conciliation processes.
Several ADR processes were incorpo-
rated throughout the Stanford/CRONA
dispute. The following analysis exam-
ines the negotiation and mediation pro-
cesses used for bargaining the terms of
the contract and the conciliation/facili-
tation processes utilized during the re-
entry phase of the dispute. The analy-
sis looks at the relative effectiveness of
each process.
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a.The negotiation process
Positional bargaining. Negotiation of a
collective bargaining agreement is a pri-
mary method for preventing and manag-
ing labor disputes. Effective negotiation
of an agreement provides the framework
for outlining contract rights and for pro-
tecting the interests of both labor and
management. Additionally, the contract
typically codifies a grievance process for
managing employment disputes.
Traditional labor negotiations can take the
form of position-based negotiation where
each side stakes out a position and gradu-
ally moves toward agreement through a
series of compromises. The difficulty
with position-based negotiation, however,
is its inability to meet the three criteria
of an effective negotiation. According to
these criteria, an effective negotiation:
should produce a wise agreement,
should be efficient, and
should not damage or ideally should
improve the relationship between the
parties. 3
Positional bargaining limits the creativity of
each side in forming an agreement. With
positional bargaining, each side devises a
solution before discussion and clarification
of the problems to be resolved. It is difficult
to develop a wise agreement when the par-
ties begin the negotiation without clearly and
collaboratively defining the problems. The
positions taken by the parties become the
focus of the negotiation, and any needs be-
yond those positions may not be addressed.
Protection of the position and the need to
look strong may take precedence over the
formation of a wise agreement.
Additionally, the give and take associated
with modifying the position is inefficient.
The parties spend time deciding how much
to compromise and commonly use delay
tactics to force compromise by the other side.
Most importantly, positional bargaining
does not foster a positive relationship be-
tween the parties. Trust is hindered as
each side protects its position by withhold-
ing information and engaging in strategic
movements. In the case of a collective
bargaining agreement, the relationship is
integral to the execution of the contract
and the operations of the organization.
Trust is the basis of this relationship. For
these reasons, positional bargaining is a
difficult method for negotiating collective
bargaining agreements.
The Stanford/CRONA negotiation demon-
strates the pitfalls of positional bargaining.
As seen by the sequence of events, the
negotiation degraded into a labor dispute
with both parties incurring heavy costs.
Based on the interview responses, it ap-
pears that the original position of the union
involved a large wage request, requests for
improved benefits, requests for input into
staffing issues, requests for a ban on man-
datory overtime, and requests for changes
to the promotion scheme. The hospital's
original position involved a small wage
package, a change in the paid time-off ac-
crual system, and little change to the re-
mainder of the contract language.
Beginning negotiations did not reveal the
underlying needs of the parties nor did
they identify mutual problems facing the
organization as a whole. The parties in-
dicate in their interview responses that
each felt as if the other side was not ne-
gotiating. According to the parties, the
process was protracted. It included de-
lays in scheduled meeting times and po-
sitional posturing by both sides that re-
sulted in increased inefficiency of the
negotiations. The relationship between
the parties became strained and less trust-
ing as the strike date moved closer. The
position-based negotiations did not result
in a wise agreement, were inefficient, and
were damaging to the relationship be-
tween the parties.




It is noteworthy that both parties felt that
the other side had predetermined that a
strike was inevitable, yet neither side con-
ceded that a strike was its ultimate goal.
The union seems to have had unmet
needs from prior negotiations, and its
large salary demands and requests for
increased input into operational issues
may have reflected its need to make up
for past contract deficiencies or its feel-
ing of organizational neglect. The hospi-
tal entered negotiations following a costly
de-merger and needed to improve its fi-
nancial stability for the future survival of
the organization.
With one side focusing on the past and the
other focusing on the future, it was diffi-
cult for both parties to remain in the
present and really listen to the needs of
the other side. This fact alone could have
led to the lack of movement in the early
weeks of negotiations and the subsequent
introduction of the federal mediator.
b. Mutual gains bargaining
The interviews reveal that in the past,
mutual gains bargaining (also known as
principled negotiation) had been used to
form the collective bargaining agreement.
Mutual gains bargaining differs from posi-
tional bargaining in several respects. In
mutual gains bargaining, the three goals
of a good negotiation are achieved through
four basic points. The four points are:
(a) Separate the people from the problem,
(b) Focus on interests,
(c) Generate a variety of possibilities be-
fore deciding what to do, and
(d) Insist that the results are based on
some objective standard. '
In this case, mutual gains bargaining might
have prevented the strike from occurring
because there could have been a clearer
identification of the needs of the parties
rather than a focus on the behaviors or
motivations of the parties. There was a
perception by the union that the hospital
was not interested in its issues and did not
want to discuss its positions. There was a
perception by the hospital that the union
board desired a strike. In addition, the
union felt personally betrayed by the way
the administration handled the merger/de-
merger. These perceptions and feelings
became the focus of the negotiations, rather
than the mutual interests of the parties.
Additionally, the perception that the issues
were unclear and that dialogue was lacking
during the negotiations suggests that it was
difficult for the parties to develop creative
alternatives. With the positions strongly
presented early in the process, it became
difficult to consider alternatives without giv-
ing up the position and losing bargaining
power. Mutual gains bargaining would have
allowed the parties to conduct a dialogue and
consider a range of alternatives leading to a
more creative agreement. The resultant
strike was likely the least creative option
since it drove the parties even further apart
rather than facilitating consensus.
One area that might not have been ame-
nable to negotiation through mutual gains
bargaining was wages. It was difficult for
the two parties to agree on an objective
standard for determining a mutually ac-
ceptable wage package. Even at the end
of negotiations, the union did not support
the wage package developed by the fed-
eral mediator. As reflected in the interview
responses, use of mutual gains negotia-
tions had been abandoned due to the union
board's perception of a power imbalance
with regard to financial information. The
hospital also stated that wage negotiations
are position-based and may not be effec-
tively negotiated in a mutual gains process.
It remains questionable whether a mutual
gains process would have helped the par-
ties agree on an objective standard for de-
termining an equitable wage package.
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Both parties agreed that for non-financial
interests, however, the mutual gains pro-
cess had been effective. They also agreed
that mutual gains negotiations had created
less animosity among the staff and the lack
of a strike threat had kept the relationship
on good terms. In addition, Fisher and Ury
suggest that power imbalances do not pre-
clude the use of a mutual gains negotiation
model. I They suggest that power can be
enhanced by how the party negotiates.
Developing a good relationship with the
other negotiating parties, having good com-
munication skills, listening well to obtain
information and insight, and understand-
ing the other side's interests are valid means
for increasing bargaining power. 6 Both the
managers and union members have ex-
pressed a desire to reconsider mutual gains
bargaining. The CRONA board and the
Stanford hospital administration are also
interested in revisiting the possibility of
returning to mutual gains bargaining, at
least for non-monetary issues.
c.The mediation process
Incorporating mediation into the collective
bargaining process is common. In 1947,
Congress created the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service (FMCS). The FMCS
provides mediators for disputes in contract
negotiations between unions and employ-
ers. 7 The mission of the FMCS is to pro-
mote the development of sound and stable
labor-management relations and to mini-
mize or prevent work stoppages. Through
the National Labor Relations Act, the NLRB
general counsel maintains an appropriate
and adequate liaison with the FMCS.I
The FMCS monitors ongoing labor contract
negotiations as they progress, and either
or both parties can request a mediator from
the service at any time during the nego-
tiations. FMCS mediators frequently have
been involved in assisting with health care
labor disputes, including the 15-month ne-
gotiation between Kaiser Foundation Hos-
pitals and the California Nurses Associa-
tion, the negotiation between the Minne-
sota Nurses Association and 5 hospitals in
the Minneapolis/St. Paul area, and the
negotiation between the University of
Chicago Health System and the Illinois
Nurses Association. 9
The role of the mediator is to set the
ground rules, provide focus, clarify mis-
understandings, frame issues, explore new
areas of discussion, set the pace of the
negotiations, manage the agenda, and en-
sure fairness in the process. 10 The media-
tor maintains confidentiality with regard
to the mediated discussions between the
parties and remains neutral as to the out-
come of the dispute. The style of the me-
diator is unique to each mediator and can
entail a very proactive evaluative style or
a less invasive facilitative style. In the case
of a health care labor dispute, there are a
great number of pressures that surround
the mediation, including a desire by all
participants to protect the health of the
public and to limit the disruption of health
services to the community.
Both parties agreed to the involvement
of the FMCS mediator in the Stanford/
CRONA negotiation. Although there is
not a designated time for calling in the
mediator, there is some indication from
the interviews that the union felt the in-
tegration of the mediator two weeks into
negotiations was premature. There did,
however, appear to be a lack of progress
in reaching agreement at the time the me-
diator was introduced into the negotia-
tions. The mediator utilized traditional
methods of caucusing and mediated dis-
cussion sessions to help the parties move
toward agreement. Due to the discrep-
ancies in the perceptions of the partici-
pants, it is difficult to determine the ef-
fectiveness of the mediation process used
in this dispute.




Regardless of the negotiation and media-
tion processes used, the relationship be-
tween the parties is key in determining
the outcome of the bargaining process.
The less trust there is between the par-
ties, the more difficult and protracted the
negotiation will be.
When a collective bargaining agreement is
negotiated, there is an assumption that the
parties each have an interest in continuing
the relationship. By definition, the collec-
tive bargaining agreement sets out the
terms of the promises made between the
parties for the duration of the contracted
relationship. The quality of the relation-
ship going into collective bargaining nego-
tiations greatly affects the tone of the dis-
cussions. The quality of the relationship
following the completion of a negotiated
agreement sets the tone for future relations
under the terms of the agreement. It is to
the benefit of both parties to find ways to
foster a good working relationship to pre-
vent future conflicts and to maintain posi-
tive relations for future negotiations.
A good working relationship has been de-
fined as having what we need to get what
we want. " According to Fisher and Brown,
we want good substantive outcomes and
inner peace. We need an ability to deal with
differences. The ability to deal with differ-
ences depends upon many other abilities:
the ability to balance reason and emotion;
the ability to understand the other party's
interests, perceptions and notions of fair-
ness; the ability to communicate; and the
ability to persuade rather than coerce. In
addition, reliability and mutual acceptance
affect the parties' interactions. 12
A good working relationship, however,
does not require approval or shared val-
ues. 13 In the dispute between Stanford and
CRONA, the interviews indicate that the
relationship felt strained from the begin-
ning of negotiations. It is stated in the in-
terviews that neither party wanted the
strike as an outcome. T prevent a future
strike, the parties will need to develop their
ability to deal with differences.
At the completion of the strike, Stanford
made efforts to support the returning staff
through facilitated re-entry meetings and
designated counseling areas. The concili-
ation process has continued since the ini-
tial meetings were held. The strike and the
merger/de-merger have taken a toll on the
relationship between the parties. Both the
union members and the hospital have ac-
knowledged that they are willing to look
at ways for rebuilding a trusting relation-
ship within the organization and for fos-
tering collaboration between the nurses
and the other Stanford employees. Both
parties concede that returning to a good




The labor dispute between Stanford and
CRONA should not be seen as a failure by
either side. Although the strike resulted in
many hard and soft costs for both sides, both
the hospital and the union have stated that
they have learned from the experience and
that they are planning to hold discussions
to try to determine what went wrong and
how another strike can be prevented.
There are three lessons for other health
care organizations to take away from
this case:
Lesson one: Continuous monitoring of the
relationship between the union members
and the organization is imperative. De-
spite the pressures of the current health
care climate, it is important for both union
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members and health care employers to
take time to evaluate their ability to deal
with differences. As changes in health care
continue to place pressures on health care
providers to become more efficient, and
as the complexities of the health care work-
place increase, the ability to deal with dif-
fering values, perceptions, and interests
will become increasingly important.
Lesson two: Selection of conflict manage-
ment methods that minimize competition
and maximize collaboration can improve
outcomes and decrease costs. Consider-
ing mutual gains negotiations when appro-
priate, and improving communication and
consensus building between negotiations,
can improve outcomes.
Lesson three: Continuing to develop pro-
grams and organizational structures that
foster employee participation and labor-
management cooperation is important.
According to the Department of Labor Com-
mission on the Future of Worker-Manage-
ment Relations, employee participation is
growing. Practices that encourage em-
ployee participation are best when com-
bined into a total organizational system built
on trust, information sharing, training,
union participation, and full partnership
between union leaders and management. 14
Conclusion
The CRONA strike at Stanford University
Hospital and Packard Children's Hospital
provides a good background for evaluat-
ing the effectiveness of ADR processes in
an actual labor dispute. The effectiveness
of the negotiation, mediation, and concili-
ation processes can be affected by the
methods selected and the quality of the
working relationship between the parties.
Other health care organizations can learn
from this dispute and work toward enhanc-
ing their position in the marketplace by
improving the ability of labor and man-
agement to deal with differences, by inte-
grating collaborative/consensus-building
conflict management processes, and by
fostering labor-management partnerships
in the workplace. *
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